Webinar: COVID-19: Pharma Supply Chain Security and Robustness During a Global Pandemic

2 April 2020
11:00 – 12:00 EDT
Resources

Collaborate

• **Community Connection** – online member platform with dedicated COVID-19 discussion group

Industry Information

• **Coronavirus Pandemic: Is Your Supply Chain Continuity Plan Ready?**

• **COVID-19: Treatment and Vaccine Development Move Ahead**

• **Drug Shortages: What to Know During the COVID-19 Outbreak**

Keep Learning

• **Guidance Documents**
• **Pharma Best Practices Webinar Series**
• **Pharmaceutical Engineering® Magazine**
• **Online Learning**

Stay Connected

• Locally through **ISPE Affiliates and Chapters**

Additional COVID-19 Resources

Send your topic ideas or feedback to **ispeak@ispe.org**